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Experts predict profound changes in banking –
Myth or reality?

Myth?

"In the next 10 years, we'll see more
disruption and changes to the banking
and financial industry than we've seen in
the preceding 100 years"

Reality?

"Consumers are rapidly abandoning
traditional banks […] the old
banking model is on the fast track to
extinction."
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Our pan-EU study challenged five beliefs
on digitalization
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Customers request a digital banking experience
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Online is revolutionizing banking

The higher the number of digital channels, the better

The branch is dead

What's
customers'
view
on them?

Banks are facing a trust issue in the digital world

Note: Results based on a pan-EU consumer study
Source: Roland Berger
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How do consumer see digitalization in
banks?
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Online is revolutionizing retail
Online is revolutionizing banking
banking

branchisisdead
dead
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Source: Roland Berger

Our answer: Right!
And that goes for all age groups

Our answer: Wrong!
The number of digital channels is not what it's all about!

Our answer: Right!
But the possibilities are even greater!

Our answer: Wrong!
But it needs to become more innovative!

Our answer: Wrong!
Customer trust is actually an opportunity!
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The findings of our study have
several implications for banks
Yes, customers request

a largely digital banking experience

No, it's not the number of digital

channels that's a competitive advantage,
but how the individual channels are designed

Implications for banks
Define relevant customer groups, compile digital offerings
tailored to specific target groups and clearly communicate them

Develop end-to-end digital solutions to be able to address customers
through the right channel, with a personalized offering

Yes, online is revolutionizing banking,

Shift from digital channels to digital customer journey – Offer additional
value (end-to-end digital solutions, advisory etc.) and communicate it

No, the branch is not dead,

Adapt branch offering/ service model and make it more attractive by
adopting the right blend of innovative branch concepts

No, customer trust in the digital

Offer secure proprietary bank apps and communicate the distinct
value they add to customers' lives to reinforce mobile banking use

but it could be expanded further

but it needs to become more innovative

world is not an issue, it's an opportunity
Source: Roland Berger
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PSD2 will further accelerate the
digital transformation…
And are looking to use PSD2 to…

Banks plan to…
...significantly benefit
from the development

38%

...leverage the changes to
open to new opportunities

…"just" comply
with the regulation

Have not yet decided
on our approach

40%

7%

16%

...provide new products
and services

64%

...facilitate and
monetize API access

53%

...use additional data
for E2E digitization and
improved processes

51%

...developing an ecosystem
with other partners

49%

Note: Figures based on a pan-CEE study – Over 50 banks participated, out of which 15 from Romania, cumulating a market share of over 85%
Source: 2017 Roland Berger PSD2 survey
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… and will bring significant changes
in the customer journey
Main PSD2 risks and opportunities as identified by study participants
Main risks identified…

Main opportunities identified…

Other (e.g. security threat,
market consolidation)
Failure in
implementation

Change in competitive
landscape - Increased
competition
26%

12%
8%

Commoditization of
banking
services

Opportunities
for partnerships

11%

21%

8%

Potential for
11%
revenue increase

9%
11%

Changes to the
12%
regulatory
framework
Decrease in

Others (e.g. increased
transparency, further acquisitions)

23%

Loss of customer
relationship

Redefinition of
business model

21%

14%

revenues/ margins

Improved
customer
experience

More/ Better
customer
information

15%
New customers
acquisition

Significant change in the customer paradigm!
Source: 2017 Roland Berger PSD2 survey
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PSD2 is a reality for banks –
Key question now is how to respond
PSD2 has the potential to transform banking –
Players need to adapt to the new environment

PSD2 will open up the market – Clients will have access to

more offers and the bar will be raised in terms of customer experience

PSD2 presents also opportunities for banks –

Innovation and a collaborative approach will be key for success

Speed is critical – Many players are already working on
their response, those who "wait and see" risk falling behind

Source: Roland Berger
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We look forward to further continue
the discussions in the digital field
"CEE faces PSD2 – Staying relevant in a
disruptive market"
https://www.rolandberger.com/en/Publications/pub_psd2_in_cee_how_b
anks_remain_relevant.html

"FinTechs in Europe: Challenger and
Partner to Banks"

Alina Florean
Senior Project Manager

Tel: +40 21 306 05 00
Email: alina.florean@rolandberger.com
Source: Roland Berger

https://www.rolandberger.com/en/Publications/pub_
fintechs_in_europe.html

"Successfully navigating changes to payments
regulations"
https://www.rolandberger.com/publications/publication_pdf/
roland_berger_payment_services_directive_2_final.pdf
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